Kedem on ‘Schindler’s List’

Concentration camp survivor speaks of experience

By TOM MORAN

Knowing that he was supposed to be dead has given Zev Kedem a new appreciation for life, according to the survivor of WWII concentration camps and former member of “Schindler’s list,” the group of Jews rescued from the camps by German industrialist Oscar Schindler. Kedem gave a lecture about his experiences last night at Washington Hall.

Born in 1934 near Krakow, Poland, Kedem was forced to move in with his grandparents in that city when the Nazis invaded the country in 1939. The Nazis allowed him to stay in Krakow when the Nazis invaded, as Kedem said and we all now know, deportation “was a fantasy.”

Holocaust survivor Zev Kedem lectures on his experiences as one of the people on Schindler’s List.

The Nazis were in fact shipped to the Auschwitz concentration camp in a truck laden with valuables looted from the people on Schindler’s List. For Arnold Goetz, the commandant, who kept most of them for Arnold Goetz, the commandant, who kept most of them.

Kedem’s father, who now resided in the nearby work camp (the setting of much of Schindler’s List), knew that the camp was the only place in which Zev could avoid deportation. He had Zev smuggled into the camp in a truck laden with valuables looted from the homes of Krakow Jews.

The valuables were bound to avoid the Nazis, and Kedem’s pleading to his captors that he was older, or at least that, as Kedem said, “Yes, I’m small, but I eat less, so I’m more efficient for the war effort.”

During this period, for Kedem “Each day staying alive was wonderful encouragement for the rest of my life.”

Resident Assistant selection underway

By ETHAN HAYWARD

As the end of the semester approaches, many students are planning their living arrangements for next year. Among the options planners are those applying for positions as resident assistants in the University residence halls.

Application forms became available last Thursday to prospective seniors and gradu­e of professional students.

Bill Kirk, the Assistant Vice President for Residence Life, emphasizes the qualities one needs to possess in order to serve as a resident assistant, including leadership within one’s residence hall, personal responsibility, deep religious convictions, and a clear sense of what to do in given situations.

Kirk referred to resident assistants as “one of the most important positions in campus life. While they [RAs] are tremendously important to the student body in its relations within itself and its development as a community.”

It would be wise for any RA in Grace Hall, calls the position “rewarding despite the time commitments and personal sacrifices the job entails. "It takes a person who is willing to make those concessions to serve at RA," Kirk said.

Kirk recommended that those who see the requirements for the position set on his time, but over all enjoys the job, which enables him to get better acquainted with Grace students and staff and to better serve the Notre Dame community.

Potential RA candidates are required to have a minimum grade point average of 3.0 and be in good standing with the University, meaning they should be free of disciplinary problems with the administration.

Prospective RAs must also complete the application form requests a candidate’s educational and employment background as well as his or her activities and the residence hall in which he or she wishes to serve.

It also requires the applicant to submit a statement of philosophy, which provides screeners with his or her ideals for residence hall living, how he or she perceives the role of a resident assistant, and his or her reasons and qualifications in applying for the position.

Recommendation letters are prepared preferably by University faculty or student jams and a former employer of the candidate.

Those recommending the students are asked to comment on the applicants personal traits and work ethics as well as to relate any significant experiences they may have had with the student.

The deadline for the applications and recommendations is next Thursday, after which they are screened by Student Affairs senior staff members for the applicants gpa’s and any negative indications.

The Student Affairs then notifies the hall rectors before they make a decision.

Also during the CEC meeting, North Quad Student Senator Sean Sullivan introduced a proposal to mitigate disciplinary actions for part-time violations by revoking a student’s privi-
When bun-runs just don't cut it anymore

"Knock knock." "Who's there?" "Bun." "Bun who?" "Bun gone." With finals soon approaching, it seems that the only thing some people want to do is smile. Grumpiness is the present state of mind, and nerves are like rubber bands that can take one more tweak before snap. 
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Mike Norbut

Associate Sports Editor

WHEN IRISH ACCENT PERFORMS

"When we talk about improving, we mean to improve the experience for the audience," said Mike Norbut, a member of the Irish Accent and an associate sports editor. "That means making the audience feel comfortable and entertained."

The Irish Accent is a comedy troupe that performs improv shows. "Improv is a form of theater where the actors are expected to think on their feet and be spontaneous," Norbut said. "It's all about the audience's reaction."

The group has been performing for over 20 years and has won numerous awards. "We've been recognized by the National Association of College Unions, and we've been invited to perform at conferences around the country," Norbut said.

Norbut is planning to continue working with the Irish Accent after graduation. "I hope to continue performing and maybe even start my own theater group," he said. "It's a great way to express yourself and connect with others."
Sand volleyball courts to be built at Saint Mary's

By BECKY MAYERNIK

A donation of $250 will be donated by the Saint Mary's Student Activities Board (SAB) to the building of two sand volleyball courts. The action was agreed upon at last evening's meeting.

A proposal by Jan Travis, the Director of Athletics at Saint Mary's, was brought forward to the executive officers of the Board of Governance (BOG), Residence Hall Association (RHA), and SAB asking for a donation, according to SAB advisor Marlene Johnson.

"This is something that was initially proposed by a student group last year," said SAB coordinator Audrey Comrie. "It was researched but not followed through for various reasons."

"We asked to help with the funding because this is something that we can do for the student body," stated Comrie. The sand volleyball courts will most likely be constructed next to Angela Athletic Facility, and could possibly be completed by the beginning of next year.

Also announced at the meeting was the confirmation of the appearance of hypnotist Jim Wand. Wand, whose original date of appearance had to be rescheduled, will now perform at Saint Mary's on Tuesday, March 21 at Carroll Auditorium.

SAB is also looking to book comedians for next semester, according to chairperson Mary Gadisch. Miller set out on a mission.

"I knew there were victims out there, that I could find a victim and get them to come forward, and by God's grace it just all came together," Miller said. "The earliest victim I found was a 1977 graduate and the latest victim was a 1994 graduate, and I encouraged them to come forward."

Two weeks ago, 49-year-old "Pete" Peterson was arrested on three counts of sexual assault against the '94 graduate.

"Three nights a week she would stay after for night school, he taught, and even now that she stayed after he would have sex with her," sheriff's investigator Scott Huggins said.

Peterson's lawyer, Peter Alpert, declined to let his client comment, and said that he'd just taken the case and knew too little to comment. Peterson, whose second and current wives are his former students, is free on bail with suspended with pending pay pending trial. A hearing is set for Feb. 3. Peterson was originally accused of sex with more than 60 women whose stories span Peterson's tenure of almost 20 years.

He allegedly bribed girls by buying them flowers, clothes and jewelry, taking them on trips, giving or loaning them money and promising good grades to investigators said. Those who rebuffed him were threatened with bad grades.

"It's like a domino effect," Sheriff Wade Linceeke Jr. said. "One came forward and the rest of them found courage in that."

The sad part of this is ... we contact people and it's very obvious in talking with them that something happened but they don't want to talk about it," Linceeke said.

"The girls picked on were the girls that needed extra attention anyway," said Miller, a retired kindergarten teacher. "Girls that were from single-parent homes or didn't have their parents at all. He knew how to pick them."

"It's the ones that were either financially deprived or their parents were very strict," sheriff's investigator Doug Richards said.

"Some of the kids didn't know it was sexual assault," Huggins noted.

If sex is coerced, with or without force, it can be prosecuted as assault, prosecutor Bob Glennen said. Since Nevada's age of consent is 16, sex with a student younger than that could lead to a statutory rape charge.

Some of the students may remember Peterson, whose second and current wives are his former students. Peterson was also looking to book comedians for next semester. Peterson's tenure of almost 20 years.

As principal in the 1980s, Assistant Superintendent Rod Pekarek said, he spoke with Peterson about "all these things that were being said," but took no action.

When parents came to the principal, Ron Eason, he said he told them "We can't do anything unless someone steps up." Peterson, who served as yearbook and senior class adviser and coached volleyball, softball and girls' and boys' basketball, was stripped of coaching duties in 1990 — The teams needed "a change in coaching personnel," Eason said.

Miller, though, said there were complaints about inappropriate conduct, including one girl's claim that Peterson walked in on her in the shower.

When Miller's daughter started high school in 1992, she for­gan her to take Peterson's classes or participate in activi­ties he led, then filed a com­plaint contesting her daugh­ter's education was being sti­pled. A student also filed a com­plaint last year, and the school district hired an investigator.

Peterson "was found to have come on to female students," Miller said. "They suspended him for five days without pay. I wasn't satisfied. All of the com­plaining that I just done and they didn't do anything."
Schindler
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though he was subjected to a "subhuman, subhuman level of slavery" he was still just happy to still be alive at a time when he should have been dead.

Then, Kedem was rescued from the work camp by Oskar Schindler, who offered many of the Jews salvation in his munitions factory. The Jews he bought to work in the factory were saved from the fatal trip to Auschwitz where all the Jews in the camp would soon be forced to undergo.

But, unlike the workers depicted in the movie, Kedem was not allowed to stay at Schindler's factory. Leopold, commander of the garrison that oversaw the factory, sent Kedem and 4 other youths below the age of 13 to Auschwitz. Kedem and the other boys miraculously survived Auschwitz. At the time they arrived, the Germans were in the process of destroying the camp and hiding evidence of the atrocities that occurred there, as the Russian forces were on the verge of liberating the camp.

Rather than killing the remaining prisoners, they including Kedem, were rounded up and marched to Germany to serve as slave labor to bolster the faltering Nazi war effort.

Several months and concentration camps later, Kedem was freed. He was eventually taken in by Allied troops and shipped off to an adoptive family in England. He attended Oxford and moved to Israel where he became a successful film producer, and now lives in California.

Kedem's youth makes for an extraordinary story. And, as he noted extensively in his lecture, it has had a profound effect on his outlook on life. Being able to survive when he was marked for execution gave Kedem an profound appreciation for life. It has also led him to forgive the race that engineered the horrors of his youth.

"A person preoccupied with hate and anger does not allow himself to enjoy life. Life has a tremendous amount to offer...I know what it is like to be dehumanized, so how can I do that to the Germans?"

And the incredible tale of Oskar Schindler, Kedem's benefactor for an unfortunately short time, has also deeply affected him. "The most precious thing a person possesses is his life...He saved my life." As Schindler showed him, "We have the potential...to make life better for our friends, society near us, even for strangers...We do really have the positive potential in all of us."

Selection
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The proposal read as follows:

Whereas, the violation of Pariah's regulations as they are outlined in Du Lac are still against University Regulations and the University still reserves the right to punish any violator of Pariah's upon any violation,

Be it resolved that students will not be forced to leave their on-campus residence until their 3rd violation.

Kirk and other members quickly noted that upon any violation of pariah's of pariah's referred to the Office of Student Affairs, the University reserves the right to suspend or expel any student, much less discontinue on-campus housing.

At present, according to Kirk, discipline is determined by various factors such as motivation, class level of the student, and the level of disruption to the community.

Sullivan stated that he, in need to respond to the severity of disciplinary action for pariah's, if the agenda allows, and asked Sullivan to see what violations should be treated more seriously.

Sullivan stated that he intended to use his proposed resolution as a way to discuss the importance of the University disciplinary policies, asserting that "some students get away with much worse things."

Sullivan requested that the Council review the proposal at the next meeting on January 23.

The Observer
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Physicians to make more money

By CHRIS CONNELL

WASHINGTON

Medicare will raise the amount it reimburses physicians for their fees by an average of 7.7 percent on Jan. 1, with corrections in line for the biggest increases, the government announced Monday.

The increases, which are larger than the Clinton administration wanted, will mean an extra $2.2 billion for physicians who treat the nation's 36 million elderly or disabled Medicare beneficiaries.

Medicare is raising its fee reimbursements 12.2 percent for surgical services, 7.9 percent for primary care services and 5.2 percent for other nonsurgical services.

The surgeons got the biggest increase because they performed fewer surgeries in 1993 than a target figure set by the Senate.

"Physicians are getting a reward for keeping spending down," said Bob Doherty, vice president for governmental affairs of the American Society of Internal Medicine. "It's like a productivity bonus."

The fee increases would have been even higher had Congress not ordered a 2.7 percentage point reduction in all Medicare fee increases for everything but primary care as part of the 1993 deficit reduction act.

That measure cut $56 billion from Medicare payments to physicians, hospitals and other providers over five years.
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GOP selects southern leaders for new congress

Gingrich first republican speaker in decades

By DAVID ESPO

WASHINGTON

To chants of "Newt, Newt, Newt," Jubilant Republicans chose combative conservative Newt Gingrich on Monday to be the first GOP speaker of the House in four decades. He vowed action to improve "economic opportunity and the safety of virtually every American."

To serve alongside the 51-year-old Georgian, GOP lawmakers tapped two Texans, Richard Armey of Kansas, 71, is from a different region of the country. The GOP leadership race was decided by television cameras and packed by newly elected first-terms, the GOP caucus took on the air of a national political convention. "We've only been waiting 40 years for this," said Illinois Republican Bob Dold as he announced Gingrich's unanimous selection.

Gingrich was accorded a standing ovation as he entered the room. "Yesterday we spent 2 1/2 hours just walking through rooms in the Capitol that the Democrats have never let us in before," he said with a smiling notification. "And it was very exciting. It's a much bigger building than I realized.

"I think Gingrich, who launched his first broadside against Democrats shortly after arriving in Washington in 1979, declined comment on the most recent controversy he ignited. On Sunday, Gingrich said an unnamed senior law enforcement official had told him "in his judgment, up to a quarter of the White House staff, when they first came in, had used drugs in the last four or five years."-

Chief of Staff Leon Panetta responded sharply for the White House, saying Gingrich was "behaving like an out-of-control radio talk show host." Gingrich's remarks to the caucus were a blend of the personal, professional and political. He choked up briefly as he thanked his wife, Marianne, for her support, suggested all Republican lawmakers read the Declaration of Independence and other works, and offered a solemn and political caution to those still celebrating last month's victory.

Not since the 1920s, he said, have Republicans held a House majority for two consecutive terms. "He's speech was more like a presidential nominee's remarks or an announcement less than a legislator's blueprint, and was sprinkled with references to Franklin Roosevelt, Ronald Reagan and Margaret Thatcher.

Recalling Roosevelt's Depression-era declaration, Gingrich has a point. "His Newt, Newt," in nominating speeches, he was praised as a visionary. Rep. Bob Walker, R-Pa., a close Gingrich ally, said, "This White House is going to have to learn that they no longer have lap dogs on Capitol Hill ... They're going to have to learn there's a new majority here.

"Gingrich offered no apologies, saying that if he were chief of staff he would be talking to senior law enforcement officials about the charges. "I'm very surprised at the way Leon fended off the handle," Gingrich said.

He dismissed Panetta's statement that he couldn't work with the incoming speaker, saying "I am constitutionally going to be the chief legislative officer of the White House. I don't know who he's going to be chief of staff if he doesn't want to negotiate with the speaker of the House."- Washington Post
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White House upset over drug use allegations

By TERENCE HUNT

WASHINGTON

Suggesting a pattern of Republican recklessness, President Clinton's top adviser said Monday "we cannot do business" with Newt Gingrich if the new House speaker insists on making unfounded allegations.

"Nonsense," retorted Gingrich.

"I think this is part of a troubling pattern," Panetta compared Gingrich's remarks with Republican Sen. Jesse Helms' recent warning that Clinton would need a body guard if he ever visited North Carolina. "I'll tell you, it is unfair," the first lady said of Gingrich's remarks. She said she hoped it was "a momentary lapse.

If any Republicans were bothered by Gingrich's accusations, there was no sign of it as House GOP members joyfully installed him as the next House speaker, cheering, "Newt, Newt, Newt." In nominating speeches, he was praised as a visionary.

"I think we want to say to our nation that we have nothing to fear but fear itself," that we can reach out together as a family, all Americans, and have an opportunity to dramatically improve the quality of life."

POSADA

Come see our favorite holiday classics.

Saturday, December 10th in the LaFortune Ballroom

9:00 pm Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
10:00 pm National Lampoon's Christmas Vacation
11:45 pm The Year Without a Santa Clause
12:30 pm Scrooged
2:15 am Frosty theSnowman
2:45 am The Grinch Who Stole Christmas

Popcorn and soda will be served. Everything is absolutely FREE.
Israel slow to remove troops from West Bank

By SAID GHAZALI
Associated Press

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip

Heading into critical negotiations on extending Palestinian autonomy, PLO leaders accused Tuesday of trying to renge on a promise to withdraw troops from the West Bank.

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin indicated he was in no rush to pull the soldiers out because of security concerns, including a rise in attacks on Israelis by Islamic militants.

Israel and the PLO are to begin negotiations Tuesday in Cairo, Egypt, on the second phase of autonomy -- troop withdrawal from Palestinian towns in the West Bank, to be followed by general elections.

Rabin and his top military advisers are concerned about the safety of 120,000 Jewish settlers in the West Bank if troops are redeployed.

"We will make it clear to the Israeli side tomorrow that the whole agreement must be implemented because we have had enough delays," the chief Palestinian negotiator, Yasser Shaath, told reporters after meeting with PLO chief Yasser Arafat. The autonomy accord originally set troop withdrawal and elections for last July. That has been delayed indefinitely by the security concerns and talks on the nature of self-rule government.

"The whole process will collapse if Israel continues to delay implementation... It will be hard for the Palestinian side to continue the talks," said Yasser Abd Rabbo, a member of Arafat's government.

Rabin told Parliament's Defense and Foreign Affairs Committee on Monday that Arafat has not done enough to rein in Muslim militants in areas under his rule.

Sixty-seven Israelis have been killed by Palestinians this year, compared to 58 in 1993, Rabin said.

Rabin suggested that elements of the autonomy accord were subject to change. "Israel is committed to continuation of the negotiations, but no doubt we will have to bear in mind the lessons we have learned so far," he told reporters.

The PLO government's record in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank town of Jericho will influence the negotiations, Rabin said. He said he didn't want to "drag things out or run amok" but that troop redeployment would take time.

Some officials close to Rabin have proposed holding elections without moving Israeli soldiers. Dovish legislators, on the other hand, say Israel and the PLO should skip the second autonomy phase and move straight to negotiations on the final status of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Israel's nightmare scenario after redeployment is that Israeli civilians will be ambushed by Muslim militants on West Bank roads and that Palestinian police will do little to catch the assailants.

Attacks on Israelis could cost Rabin's Labor Party the 1996 election, party leaders have warned. They suggest suspending negotiations until after the balloting.

In a reminder of the growing appeal of Islamic militants, the extremist Hamas movement won student council elections at Gaza City's Islamic University on Monday.

If Israeli troops withdraw, the army plans to build some bypass roads for Israeli settlers to reduce friction with Palestinians. Rabin said Monday that $11.5 million was allocated for feasibility studies.

The head of the Israeli negotiating team with the PLO, Brig. Gen. Danny Rothschild, resigned from the team and the army on Monday.

Some reports said Rothschild stepped down because he was passed over for a position in army intelligence. He will be replaced in the PLO talks by Brig. Gen. Gadi Zohar, military governor of the West Bank.
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Tour Europe this Summer and Earn Three ND Credits!

Interact with Top-Level Management & Business Executives

Visit
Rome & Florence, Italy; Innsbruck, Austria; Munich, Germany; Geneva, Switzerland; Paris, France; London, United Kingdom.

Trip Dates: May 15th-June 4th

Informational Meeting
Date: Dec. 6th, 1994
Time: 4:30-5:30
Place: 220 Hayes Healy

Sponsors: ND Marketing Dept. & International Business Seminars
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The Holy Cross Candidate Year?

One-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother.

Scholarship assistance is available.

Have you considered THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR?

Call or write for information:
Fr. John Conley, C.S.C.
Fr. Patrick Hanson, C.S.C.
Congregation of Holy Cross
Box 541, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556
(219) 631-6385
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Israel West Bank troop pullout in question

Angered by attacks from Islamic militants, Israeli officials are debating whether they can keep a promise to pull troops out of the urban areas of the West Bank before Palestinian elections, security for 120,000 Jewish settlers and the appeal of Islamic militants.
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As a committed opponent of the death penalty, my sentiments on the subject are always strong. However, I find that my feelings increase in intensity when I am called upon to deal with a death penalty case. The case of one Gregory Resnover has been a case in point. Last week I was informed by a colleague that the man had been sentenced to die early in the morning of the eighth of November. I felt the pain of this cruel and unjust sentence.

In a moment frozen in time in our memories, that room stood as a symbol of our shared humanity. The people seemed to harbor a bias against the death penalty. It stood against the perpetual inroads wealth, capitalism and market forces make into social and group harmony. It was out. Belongingness, the solace of the egalitarian soul, was lost in the austere richness of the URAEUS band's music. The people were oneself, their individuality, their freedom, caught in the throes of impersonal materialism, racism, pretense, and distrust; every virtue of inclusiveness, selfless personal-ness and togetherness was contagious, for the rhythm of reggae, lost in the austere richness of the URAEUS band's music.

The instant article is an individual article, a ditty arrests the benign wind descends on our souls. And our souls wanted to sing along. It stood against the perpetual inroads wealth, capitalism and market forces make into social and group harmony. It was out. Belongingness, the solace of the egalitarian soul, was lost in the austere richness of the URAEUS band's music. The people were oneself, their individuality, their freedom, caught in the throes of impersonal materialism, racism, pretense, and distrust; every virtue of inclusiveness, selfless personal-ness and togetherness was contagious, for the rhythm of reggae, lost in the austere richness of the URAEUS band's music.
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Christmas spirit means more than giving presents

"In the Season to Give the Right Things"

It is a coincidence that two of the colors most associated with Christmas are green and gold? Or that the three most common words on cards should be "Merry Christmas or Happy Holidays?" I think not.

One of you who has been living in the Coshing student lounge for the past month, is the holiday season, a time for peace on earth, goodwill towards humanity and gold Mastercards for all.

Paul Pearson

Of course, for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, shopping is easy, right? (Well, with exams and SYFs, it had better be.) A few trips to the Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore ("On the Campus") is all it takes to get every family member back home a new sweater, to hitch a growing Fighting Irish wardrobe.

I should know. I used to do it myself. In 1990, as a freshman, my small sister would just mail me the latest Athletic Department catalog with certain items circled. One-stop shopping at its finest.

Nowadays, a trip to the Hammes Bookstore is not quite as convenient as it used to be. Doesn't matter to the University, and the Alumni Association, are doing their best to make sure I still can do all my Christmas shopping by buying little souvenirs of the Notre Dame experience.

One of the Alumni Association's latest offerings is a customized desk lamp. For a certain price (which you can't quote right now, as the lamp is buried under Far Side cards and wrapping paper), you can give your Notre Dame alumnus a lamp with the Notre Dame logo. You can even have his/her name engraved into the base. This will make me feel even safer.

"People visiting the alum forget his/her name.
• The alum forgets his/her name, "Hi, Mr. Gates, this is... uh... one moment please..."
• The alum currently works in the dark."

Of course, the Alumni Association has the right to put the logo on whatever it thinks will be in many, and alumni certainly have earned the right to spend their own money the way they choose.

But think for just a moment: Is that what Christmas is all about? Finding and buying stuff good with the school's logo on it?

It seems to me, if there's a Notre Dame/Saint Mary's graduate on your Christmas list, there are much better ways to show how much you care.

One of the things you can do is make a donation to the Annual Fund in the name of someone you love. I think that's what Peter Smith, who recently gave $1 million to the Saint Mary's art department, showed more holiday cheer than any turtle dove ever did.

This can make a contribution to a favorite charity in the name of an alum. There are plenty of worthy causes out there. If not, you can always head for to your local alumni club to put on an event. They need your support.

"One-stop shopping for peace on earth, goodwill towards humanity and gold Mastercards for all."

Peter Smith

I was a product of the 50's: Civil Defense drills, the Red Menace, McCarthyism, super-patriotism, Korean War, ... spending four years in the Navy. I arrived at the University of Wisconsin in the fall of 1964. As a good Catholic, I sought out the campus chapel and was a member of the Young Christian Students (YCS).

The YCS group at Wisconsin was very reflective and at the same time very action oriented.

We were encouraged to take on projects which would help alleviate some injustice at the University. Some of these projects were next to impossible. One of my friends and I tried to figure out how to stop students from wasting so much food in the dining hall. But, by tackling projects which seemed unattainable, I learned that it is not success that is important, but commitment and the commitment to be right and constant questioning of that commitment by discussion, debate and listening to other views. Although I didn't keep this commitment to the end, the commitment and questioning is at the heart of the nonviolent life style.

It was during this time of intense reflection/action that we heard that Martin Luther King had been beaten and attacked by police dogs when he and a small group of his followers had tried to march from Selma to Montgomery. This news electrified the nation, and you and I, who desire a nonviolent life style, wonder how we can do the same thing without getting arrested.

You can make a contribution to a favorite charity in the name of an alum. There are plenty of worthy causes out there. If not, you can always head for to your local alumni club to put on an event. They need your support.

"One-stop shopping for peace on earth, goodwill towards humanity and gold Mastercards for all."

Now, I'm not saying that you should throw out those catalogs and brochures and $1-800-BUY-THS numbers. They are very useful, and Christmas presents are wonderful things to give and receive. Trust me, finding Fiesta Bowl tickets in my stocking would make my heart sing.

However, you don't need gold, frankincense, and myrrh to show your Christmas spirit. A good luck with your tussle, everybody.

Paul Pearson '93 is a former Observer editor, currently a reporter for a trilingual newspaper in Tampa, Florida. He can be reached through e-mail at "paulp74115@aol.com."
**Summer combines sports and service for students**

By TONY POTTINGER

Training table lunches at the dining hall, summer classes, and living in a student athlete’s day at Notre Dame during the summer session? No, it is the National Youth Sports Program (NYSF) at Notre Dame, to be held this July by the Center for Social Concerns’ Summer Service Program.

The program entails five weeks of academic enrichment and service. Brought to Notre Dame by Demetrios Marlowe, a former academic advisor at the university, the program is funded by an annual grant from the NCAA to allow over 200 economically disadvantaged kids from the Michiana region to interact with one another and to experience life on a college campus. The students are selected through the region’s schools and social agencies such as the Housing Authority. All must meet federal poverty guidelines in order to participate.

The program allows the University to make a contribution to the local community with special regard to at-risk many of whom have never set foot on the Notre Dame campus or had the opportunity to meet Notre Dame, University Director of Admissions and Relations. But students who run the program try to learn much about themselves and to experience something unique. Father Bill Beauchamp, University Executive Director and President of Roemer’s sentiments. “It’s a great program in that it joins the University and the NCAA in a program that is exciting because its depth goes beyond just athletic experiences.”

“T’s essentially a five-week self-esteem camp,” says Kristen Dailes, a counselor at the South Dining Hall this year’s Activity Director for NYSF. Ten Notre Dame students, selected from an applications process, receive free room and board, a $1,200 tuition stipend, and three credits from the theology department for their participation as “Youth Coordinators.” Each is responsible for leading a group of kids through the program’s daily activities, which include a specially chosen nutritious lunch at South Dining Hall, drug and alcohol education, computer, science and math instruction, as well as a wide range of sports such as swimming, basketball, and soccer.

“I’m interested in becoming a teacher, and I felt this would give me a unique experience with kids I wouldn’t normally interact with,” says senior sociology and CAPP major Kara Baillie, a 1993 participant. “I learned to value the things that I’ve been given, and I think I had but taken for granted,” says the Knott Hall resident.

NYSF provides a link between Notre Dame and local children whose experiences with education and growing up have often been negative. “For many of these kids, the lunch they get at South Dining Hall may be the only food they eat that day,” laments Roemer. “What is great is that we get the kids thinking, if I can do better in school and work hard, I can go to college too.” It’s like a Head Start program for college,” he explains.

“Teachers in the local schools tell us they see a difference in the kids who attended. The program makes a tremendous impact about the importance of education and in breaking down stereotypes,” says Dailes.

This year’s session runs from June 26th through August 5th. An informational meeting for Notre Dame students interested in the program this summer will be held in the classroom of the Center for Social Concerns at 5:30 p.m.

---

**MEDICAL MINUTE: Steroids: Are they worth the weight?**

By JOANNE PAVIN

Paraesthesia, hallucinations, delusions of grandeur, violent tendencies, mood swings, manic episodes - just a list of psychological problems? Yes, but these long term effects from steroid use are lengthy, but that does not seem to stop their use. The risks far outweigh any advantage. Side effects of steroids can be dangerous and irreversible. Short term side effects include acne, increased aggressiveness (sometimes referred to as “roid rage”), mood swings, deepening of the voice, decreased facial hair production, decreased density lipoprotein (LDL’s the bad cholesterol which should remain low), and a list of psychological problems including psychological addiction.

Long term effects may result from some of the short term effects such as male sterility and permanent facial hair. Other long term effects include kidneys, liver, and heart damage, degenerative joint disease, and balding.

Female steroid users upset their hormonal balance. Women have 1 mg of testosterone in their body compared with a man’s 5-10 mg. Dr. Katz stated that athletes take 20 mg of anabolic steroids daily with a once a month injection of 200 mg of testosterone. Imagine this much testosterone in a body used to 1 mg of testosterone level causes women to develop masculine traits, such as body hair, acne, deepening of the voice, and testicular atrophy. It also causes women to lose muscle mass, increase speed, or beautify the body, to think about if the athletic achievement is worth the life long impairments.

In females, inhibition of the anterior pituitary gland stops hormonal output that controls ovarian function which results in a failure to ovulate, menstrual irregularities, decreased secretion of female sex hormones, estrogen and decreased breast size.

Liver dysfunction and tumors are common with high steroid use because the liver normally inactivates natural steroid hormones and prepares them for urinary excretion, but it is unable to function normally when overloaded by excess doses of steroids.

Heart problems or atherosclerosis, hardening of the arteries, results from the plaque build up on the walls of the arteries due to the rise in high density lipoprotein (HDL’s).

Although it has been found that psychotic symptoms disappear promptly when steroid use was discontinued, the physiological effects can be long lasting and irreversible. Pope H. MD stated “I agree with you, and one of the major reasons to stop is that once you’re in jail for 20 years because of a drug case, that’s a pretty serious effect in itself.”

So before you or a friend makes the choice to inject into your body drugs to catch the competitive edge, increase speed, or beautify the body, think about if the athletic achievement is worth the life long impairments.

---
Remaining Fab Five finish off Titans, 87-76

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Only two of the Fab Five re­ma­ins at Michigan. On nights like these, Michigan fans have come to expect a victory from one of the nation's top 20 teams.

"We're finding ourselves, and we've also got to learn to deal with losing," said Terrance Porter, who scored six of his 20 points in the first 2:51. "We've got to put that down and get going.

It was the first home game for the Wolverines (4-2), who played their first five games on the road or at neutral sites.

Last week, the Wolverines lost to Arizona in the Great Eight and won at Tennessee-Chattanooga, dropping from 17th to 23rd in this week's AP poll.

The Fab Five are breaking in five new freshmen. Three of them were in double figures against the Titans.

"As a unit, we're trying to find one another out," Jackson said. "I think that's what everybody's seeing right now.

The Titans (1-3), who have lost their last 17 games against Big Ten competition dating back to 1984-85, scored 39-15 in the first half.

But with Terrance Porter scoring nine of his 13 points, Detroit outscored Michigan 31-26 over the next 10 minutes, getting the lead down to 50-40.

Porter scored all of his points in the second half on five 3-pointers.

"If we play a regular defense, we play great defense," said senior point guard Yaniv Greenspan. "But if you're allowing them to shoot the ball extremely well and they have a lot of experience, they penetrate and kick the ball out, and they can hit their 3-point shots.

Wake Forest 74, Canisius 60

Randolph Churchill issued a challenge, and Ricardo Peral was happy to accept it. Wake Forest coach Dave Odom had to accept it.

The 19 points put on by Wake Forest guard Steve Lappas accounted for the 23-19 win, which was a factor in the 20-19 win over the Wildcats in Canisius 60.

"He's not as good as he was tonight," said Coach Odom. "But he's not as good as he was tonight.

Meanwhile, Jackson hit a basket and four free throws to seal Michigan's victory.

But with Terrance Jackson scoring all of his points in the second half, Michigan, with King scoring five points during that lull, went on a 12-0 spurt and the Wolverines forged a 49-25 halftime lead.

The Titans, who won just once on the road all last season, had 15 points and one basket between the two. Four, of them, they had 13 3-pointers and 13 2-pointers.

Villanova 98, Seton Hall 75

Villanova tied a home court record for points Monday night, when forward Craig Wise dunked the rebound of a missed Forest shot with 4:16 remaining and his last point on.
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Smith leads Terrapins in battle of Maryland

Joe Smith's aching feet are a thing of the past, and so is his mini-scoring slump. Smith had 20 points and 12 rebounds and Exree Hipp scored 20 points as No. 11 Maryland cruised past winless Maryland-Baltimore County 102-77 Monday night.

Smith returned from the Maui Invitational two weeks ago with a twisted right ankle and later developed a sore left foot. He scored only 12 points against Loyola (Md.) and 13 against Bucknell last week after averaging 27 in his first three games.

On Monday, however, the 6-foot-10 sophomore made 8 of 13 shots and all four of his free throws for the 22nd double-double of his college career.

Smith attributed his earlier scoring woes to good defense rather than his tender feet. "It's not a problem. My left foot is still a little swollen, but it's not a factor at all," he said.

"Those other two games, they were really keying on me to deny me the ball. Then, when I got it, they double- and triple-teamed me."

Smith had missed a few practices, though, so coach Gary Williams played him longer than the rest of his starters against UMBC.

"I wanted Joe to go a few extra minutes," Williams said. "It's good to see him play 30 minutes. He looked OK out there tonight."

Maryland (5-1) led by as many as 35 points in the second half en route to its 32nd consecutive non-conference home victory. Keith Booth had 16 points as the Terrapins topped the 100-point mark for a second straight game for the first time since December 1978.

Eric Hayes scored 17 and Marc Lay 13 for UMBC (0-3), off to its worst start since opening the 1985-86 season with six straight losses.

The Retrievers are 0-7 against the Terrapins.

"We didn't start off well," UMBC coach Earl Hawkins said. "We dug ourselves a quick hole, and you can't do that against a team like this."

Maryland committed a season-high 19 turnovers, including 11 in the second half.

Kansas 91, Coppin St. 69

The Kansas-Coppin State game could have been subtitled "Bombs Away."

The two teams combined for 25 3-pointers as No. 4 Kansas (3-0) beat Coppin State (0-3) 91-69 Monday night.

The two leading shooters were Kansas' Jerod Haase, who made 6-of-10 3-pointers and had 22 points, and Coppin State's Keith Carmichael, who was 10-of-20 from 3-point range and had 32 points.

Kansas' 12 3-pointers set a school record for a single game, breaking the old mark of 11 reached seven times. Haase hit three 3-pointers to open the game, then missed his next three. But the transfer from California-Berkeley got rolling again, scoring the first six points of the second half for Kansas on a pair of bombs.

"We shot it well. We got off to a great start by Jerod hitting three of them and Greg (Gurley) got his legs under him tonight too," said Kansas coach Roy Williams.

Kansas was 6-of-11 in the first half from 3-point range.

"He's not a pure shooter. He's a streak shooter and we're working with him and he's working hard himself trying to become more consistent with his shots," Williams said.

"I'm trying to get out of that label (of being a streak shooter) and stay on a consistent level," said Haase. "I'm trying to become unbreakable and have solid games."

Carmichael's 13 3-pointers were the most by a Kansas opponent this year.

"I just took the shots that were open," said Carmichael, "and I knocked them down."

The Eagles' 3-point barrage came despite a change in the Kansas defense.

"For the first time in seven years, we stopped helping down on the post. We tried to stay out on their shooters and take away those threes," Williams said.

After building a 41-32 halftime lead, Kansas opened the second half with a 25-10 run that proved to be insurmountable. Kansas freshman Raef LaFrentz scored 16 points in his third straight game with double figures. Sean Pearson, Greg Ostertag and Gurley each added 11 points.

Kansas guard Jacque Vaughn scored only three points but had nine assists in 28 minutes.

"We need to play better defensively," said Coppin State coach Ron Mitchell. "We gave them a lot of uncontested shots. They were able to get the jumpers to go and they were patient. We need to learn from Kansas."

"I'm proud of my team because we didn't quit. We gave it everything until the end. Tonight was the first of three hard games for us. We'll need to play better the next two."

The University of Notre Dame Department of Music
presents

Handel's

MESSIAH

Thursday, Dec. 8
Friday, Dec. 9
8:00 p.m.
Washington Hall
Tickets $6 General Admission
$3 Students
Available at LaFortune Box Office

**Campus View Apartments**

9 month–12 month Leases

Furnished Apartments,
All Utilities Covered, Central Air

Leasing Now for August 1995

Make your apartment selection early!

These apartments will feature the high-efficiency, energy-saving heat pump.

272-1441
Raiders hold off late Charger rally, 24-17

By BERNIE WILSON
Associated Press

SAN DIEGO

The Los Angeles Raiders spoiled San Diego's coming-out party Monday night with Jeff Hostetler's 6-yard touchdown pass to Rock Cartwright with 7:23 left giving them a 24-17 victory over the Chargers.

The Chargers (4-4) needed a victory to clinch their second AFC West title in three seasons.

The Raiders, meanwhile, needed a victory to stay alive in the scrambled playoff picture and joined four other AFC teams with 7-6 records.

But the Raiders won at Jack Murphy Stadium for the fourth time in five years.

Isamail's second TD catch of the night came at the end of an 11-yard, nine-play drive on which Hostetler completed passes of 31 and 16 yards to Tim Brown. Isamail also caught a 6-yard scoring pass from Vitale Evans in the second quarter.

The Chargers began their final drive at their 49-yard line with 1:28 to play and got to the Los Angeles 48 before a holding penalty moved them back. Aaron Wallace sacked Stan Humphries to end the game.

The Raiders outscored San Diego 10-3 in the fourth quarter. The fourth quarter was a problem for the Raiders, who had been outscored 98-49 in their 12 previous fourth periods.

The Raiders squandered two big opportunities in the second half.

The Bengals mystify Intimidators, 51-7

By JOE KAY
Associated Press

Cincinnati Bengals running back Earnest Shuler had a huge day, rushing for a team-record 250 yards and three touchdowns.

He also scored a 42-yard touchdown to give the Bengals a 34-0 lead in the fourth quarter.

It was a huge day for the Bengals, who improved to 7-6 on the season with the win.

The Intimidators, meanwhile, dropped to 2-10 on the season.

By checking the day's box score, you can see how much Shuler contributed to the Bengals' victory.

He had 250 yards and three touchdowns on 35 carries.

As for the Intimidators, they scored one touchdown on a 40-yard pass from quarterback Ken Stabler to wide receiver Charlie Davis.

But that was all the Intimidators could muster.

The Bengals' defense held them to 135 total yards for the game.

It was a dominant performance by the Bengals, who have won three of their last four games.
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MIRER OUT FOR REST OF SEASON

By JIM COUR
Associated Press

KIRKLAND, Wash.
Rick Mirer's broken left thumb has cost him the rest of his Seattle Seahawks' season.

A Seattle hand specialist, Dr. Stephen Fuhs, scheduled surgery for the right-handed Mirer late Monday at Seattle's Swedish Hospital.

The Seahawks' starting quarterback for the past 29 games will miss his team's final three regular-season games.

"Rick's definitely out for the next two games and we're not in the playoff picture at this point," coach Tom Flores said, "so it wouldn't make sense for him to try to play in the third week."

When the Seahawks (5-8) play at Houston (1-12) next Sunday, Mirer will miss a game for the first time in his high school, college and NFL career.

Flores said Dan McGwire, the tallest quarterback in the NFL's history at 6-foot-8, will start in Mirer's place in Seattle's final three games against Houston, the Los Angeles Raiders and Cleveland.

After Mirer was injured in the first half of Seattle's 31-9 defeat by Indianapolis on Sunday, McGwire replaced him. McGwire lost two fumbles, threw an interception and was sacked five times in the game.

The Seahawks committed a season-high 13 penalties for 124 yards, and nine were charged to Seattle's offense.

McGwire entered the game at 6:54 left in the first half and his old school refused to even say if he would play, "It's hard to throw when you're second-and-15 and second-and-20 and third-and-whatever. And we were behind," Mirer said.

"I really didn't know until I heard from other people that saw it on the replay," Mirer said.

"It was a tough day yesterday," McGwire admitted.

"But it's hard to throw when you're second-and-15 and second-and-20 and third-and-whatever. And we were behind.""
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After Mirer was injured in the first half of Seattle's 31-9 defeat by Indianapolis on Sunday, McGwire replaced him. McGwire lost two fumbles, threw an interception and was sacked five times in the game. The Seahawks committed a season-high 13 penalties for 124 yards, and nine were charged to Seattle's offense.

McGwire entered the game with the Seahawks trailing 14-10. He was 15-for-24 for 145 yards and one touchdown.
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NHL talks near compromise

By MIKE NADELL
Associated Press

CHICAGO

Though no major issues were resolved when NHL labor negotiators resumed Monday, there were signs that significant movement — and not all of it favorable in terms of saving the season — could be coming soon.

The sides appeared ready to compromise on rookie salary cap and free agency issues following six hours of talks Monday. The Canadian Press reported. But those agreements might become moot if the owners bring their contentious "luxury tax" to the table when talks pick up Tuesday.

"We keep hearing that the league will bring out some kind of the union considers a "luxury tax,"" said the copy center

The players' chief concession in recent negotiations. But it has been negotiating for restricted free agents at 30 years old and that the franchise player provision would be dropped.

The CP said, however, that none of these points was completed. An Associated Press

management source said "none of the major items were checked off.

Neither Goodenow nor NHL commissioner Gary Bettman would comment on what was accomplished Monday.

"It's not like a weather report — good, bad or indifferent, sunny or cloudy," Goodenow said. "It's ongoing."

Said Bettman: "I don't want to get into handicapping whether or not there's progress, what issues are on the table or off the table or in the table. As long as the process is ongoing, that's better than if it's not."

Friday, the process screeched to a halt. The sides met for only an hour before going their separate ways.

The two sides have simply added to the sense of urgency. An collective bargaining agreement probably has to be in place within two weeks if there is to be a 1994-95 season.

The fact is, time is getting short; there's no magic or secret in that," Bettman said. "We're going to have to get something done (soon) if we're going to save the season."

"Both sides are aware of what's at stake here," Goodenow said. "The schedule is what it is, time is what it is, the calendar is what it is."

The 66-day lockout began Oct. 1, the scheduled first day of the season, and already has caused each team to miss 24 games. Joining the talks Monday at Bettman's request was Chicago Blackhawks general manager Bob Pulford, who back in 1967 was the first NHLPA president.

"I'm glad he did," said Bettman, the owners' lead negotiator. "Somebody with his credentials — and the fact he was a former president of the PA — I find it helpful having him at my side."

Pulford said that in all his years in hockey, he has never been so discouraged.

"Everyone is paid very well in this sport," he said, "and I'm disappointed this happened."

The owners' willingness to pay more and more money for players brought about the lock-out.

In exchange for more liberalized free agent rules, they want the players to agree to restrictions which will help the owners protect themselves from each other's spending habits. Currently, the NHL has no true free agency.

The players chief concession came last week, when they agreed to a rookie salary cap. Salary arbitration rules are another primary sticking point.

Players willing to never play again

By BEN WALKER
Associated Press

ATLANTA

Roger Clemens, Ceci Fielder and 76 other striking players vowed Monday never to give in to owners — even if it means sitting out next season and possibly not playing again.

In the largest meeting of major league sides, the strike began Aug. 12, players opened a three-day session by reiterating their solidarity.

"We will never back down," Texas pitcher Kevin Brown said.

"There's a good chance at this point that we're not going to be playing baseball in 1995," Milwaukee pitcher Bob Scandal said. "I have to make decisions based on this assumption."

Clemens and New York Mets pitcher John Franco said players also talked about the chance that the strike would wipe out their careers.

"We're prepared to do whatever it takes," said Clemens, Boston's three-time Cy Young Award winner.

Whether it's rhetoric or the real thing, players came out of their five-hour meeting talking tough.

And once again, there was not a single crack in the union stance. In recent weeks, even management officials have complimented the union's unified public front.

"I think the meeting made us even more solid," Atlanta outfielder David Justice said.

"We have to hold out a little longer. If we have to work, we have to work," Mets third baseman Bobby Bonilla said. "It's going to get worse before it gets better. People are going to have to understand that."

Union head Donald Fehr said much of the week will be spent developing a counterproposal to the owners' payroll tax plan of Nov. 17.

The sides are scheduled to resume negotiations Friday in Rye Brook, N.Y., but some players said they did not think it made any difference what new offer was made.

"Whatever we come up with, I don't think it matters," Atlanta's Jeff Blauser said. "I think they've already shown that they've had in mind to impose the salary cap."

Owners, who postponed a meeting scheduled for Monday, are now planning to meet late next week, probably Thursday in Chicago. They say they will impose their own system, which includes a cap and the elimination of salary arbitration, if there is no settlement by then.

Urban Plunge Students

who missed

ORIENTATION

Make-up meeting:
December 6 (Tues.)
7:00 - 8:45 pm
at the
Center for Social Concerns

7 P.M. • TOMORROW NIGHT!

NOTRE DAME
Women's Basketball
vs. MICHIGAN STATE

FREE ADMISSION
with student ID

Joyce Center Main Arena
CALVIN AND HOBBES

I'M PUTTING YOU IN CHARGE OF GETTING OUR "ISO 9000" CERTIFICATION.

WE DON'T KNOW WHAT IT IS BUT IT LOOKS GREAT ON BROCHURES.

I THINK IT CERTIFIES THAT WE FOLLOW A CONSISTENT PROCESS.

THAT'S US. WE ALWAYS LIE ON OUR BROCHURES.

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

DILBERT


CROSSWORD

ACROSS

DOWN

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

NEW & IMPROVED CHALLENGE U AEROBIC SIGN-UPS WILL BEGIN TUESDAY, JANUARY 17 at 7:30 a.m. in the hallway just south of the RecSports office.

LOOK FOR THE NEW SCHEDULE VERY SOON!

AEROBICS

YOGA & TAI CHI

YOGA

Mondays, January 23 - March 6 6:30 - 7:45 p.m.

Wednesdays, January 25 - March 8 6:30 - 7:45 p.m.

TAI CHI

Tuesdays, January 24 - March 7 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.

Thursdays, January 25 - March 9 6:30 - 7:30 p.m.

SIGN-UPS BEGIN TUESDAY, JANUARY 17 7:30 a.m.

631-6100
Taylor, Holden suspended for Fiesta Bowl

Taylor, Holden suspended for Fiesta Bowl

As facing Colorado and explosive wide receiver Michael Westbrook wasn't difficult enough, try defending him without your best cornerback.

That is exactly what the Notre Dame football team will do when they face the fourth-ranked Buffaloes in the Fiesta Bowl on January 2.

Notre Dame announced yesterday that Bobby Taylor, a junior cornerback and Germaine Holden, a senior defensive end will each serve a one-game suspension for a violation of both University and NCAA rules.

The penalty resulted from compensation they accepted in an attempt to make tickets available to a fellow student for the November 26 Notre Dame-USC football game.

"We were trying to help a student who was traveling to Los Angeles and wanted to attend the game, but we made a poor decision in accepting compensation," Holden said.

While they will not be able to attend the game both wished the team luck, and Taylor commented on his future.

"We wish the team the best of luck against Colorado. I look forward to re-joining the team for the 1995 season," he said.

Irish coach Lou Holtz commented only briefly about the suspensions.

"Bobby and Germaine have been a pleasure to coach, and we will miss them in Tempe," he said.

Taylor is an All-American and is the anchor to the Irish pass defense.

He has 43 tackles this season, one interception, and had a touchdown off a fumble recovery against Florida State.

Holden's role was limited for much of the season after starting the first game against Northwestern, but he returned to the first team in the final two games against Air Force and Southern Cal.

Irish prevail in overtime

By JASON KELLY

Associated Sports Editor

Keith Kurokowski couldn't have scripted it any better.

He enjoys being more than being on the free throw line with the game in the balance. That's where he found himself Monday, in the final seconds of Notre Dame's 76-73 overtime win over Loyola Marymount in Los Angeles.

With the Irish leading 74-73 with 10 seconds left, Kurokowski stepped to the line and calmly sank a pair of foul shots to seal Notre Dame's third win of the season.

It came just two days after a demoralizing loss to San Diego that derailed Notre Dame's soaring spirit after last week's upset of Indiana.

But the Irish quickly rediscovered the roots of their success and left Los Angeles satisfied with their resurgence.

"To be able to win on the road with all the adversity we've had, that's encouraging," Irish coach John MacLeod said.

Kurokowski led Notre Dame with 19 points and Ryan Hoover added 15. Freshmen Derek Manner and Pat Garrity had 10 each.

Manner scored six of those 10 in overtime, while front line players Matt Gotsch, Marcus Young and Garrity watched from the sidelines after fouling out in regulation.

"Derek Manner had one huge game," MacLeod said. "You talk about a player who gives you a good solid effort every time out. He proved that he is going to be one fine Notre Dame basketball player.

Notre Dame's defense hand-cuffed two of the Lions' leading scorers. Forwards Mike O'Quinn and Wyking Jones

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL

Raiders race by the Chargers for an early lead and a 24-17 victory.

See page 12

of note...

Notre Dame women's soccer midfielder Cindy Daws has been elected as one of four finalists for Player of the Year.